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Prediction is very difficult, especially of the future. 
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These days, people seek knowledge, not wisdom. Knowledge is of the past, wisdom is of the 
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Introduction: anticipating sustainable science futures  

 

It would be a difficult task to reverse Irish people’s passion for history and focus instead on the 

future. And perhaps we should not even try. But in this moment in Irish history, future 

uncertainties must at least have parity with the past in our collective imaginings. We can certainly 

use the past, to paraphrase Pascal, as a means to future goals. But there needs to be more effort 

made to scope out what the future can do for us.  

Our imagining of the future is almost always technological. How long do you think you 

will live? What will the 22nd century be like? There is a future technological narrative for Irish 

policy too, that involves ICT, the biosciences and nanotechnology. Recession or not, the Irish 

Government intends to keep focusing on these key technologies, with particular emphasis on 

innovation,  for a ‘smart’ or ‘green’ economy. The Government spent approximately €4.5 billion 

on science and technology between 1995 and 2005, with a sharp increase since the founding of 

Science Foundation Ireland in 20001. The new European Commissioner for Science, Technology 

and Innovation Maire Geoghegan-Quinn has strongly indicated her determination to match 

European research excellence with entrepreneurship since taking up office in November 2009. 

The Strategy for Science, Technology and Innovation (SSTI) set out the roadmap (ibid.). Now, 

the task of ‘translating’, commercialising this research within society. Everything must change. 

Innovation, we presume, means everything changing. (How unproblematically we use this word, 

innovation.). 

But this translation is predicated on an over-simplistic linear model of ‘lab to market’. 

Not all these technologies have been easily translated in other societies; bio- and nanosciences are 

particularly divisive. How do we manage the process from research to product development 

differently, so that patenting is not the central objective and there is some sense, or indeed many 

senses, of sustainability? What about the risks these technologies bring? Can there be a sense of 

shared responsibility for science, with public input to public scientific expertise? And indeed can 

there be transparency, so that these actions are seen to be done? Can we really imagine what 

impact science will have on a future Ireland? 

At this stage, it must be emphasised that prediction or futurism is not under discussion. 

Of primary interest is technology assessment, that is, evaluating the social acceptance of 

emerging and future technologies by invoking futures. It is not what might happen in the future 

but what devices and practices are needed to use the future as a place of social action in the 

present. Multiple potential futures can be created and negotiated, options opened and choices 
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made. What is also not of concern here is identifying ‘black swan events’, as economists call 

them, large, unexpected global events, because we know they are going to happen and they are 

difficult to predict. Risks are ever-present, and growing in our imaginings, constantly being 

constructed as described by contemporary social theorists such as Ulrich Beck2, 3 and Anthony 

Giddens4, 5. This paper is concerned with socio-technical change, social and public response to 

emerging applications where there have been flashpoints, in such areas such as nuclear energy, 

embryonic stem cell technologies, nanotechnology, IT, even tangible technologies such as 

incinerators and new ‘green framing’ of fossil fuels. And then there are the new products of the 

everyday, gadgets with novelty and science fiction allure. Advertising borrows heavily from the 

sci-fi genre, playing with it. We now use sci-fi in an ironic way, creating a mock-modernism that 

never happened, and never will, but paradoxically is happening – in the sci-fi narratives of Sky+ 

box or Guinness adverts. We have brought the future forward already in Hollywood and visual 

culture. 

Contemporary writing in theories of practices and Science and Technology studies(STS)  

have placed particular emphasis on future-orientated scenarios and anticipatory workshops, 

developed with what were once known as ‘lay-people’, but are now seen as active members of 

public interest, specialists or non-specialists6, 7. There has been a—slight—move in policy-

making in many countries, towards a more social sustainable approach to nano- and 

biotechnologies, sustainable energies, and health devices, that is, ‘sustainable’ in the sense of 

public acceptability and consumption, with some degree of collective ‘responsibility’ (we will 

look again later at what these two terms might mean regarding technology assessment). The 

embeddedness of STS in EU policy is reflected in the many social scientists of this persuasion 

working on high level policy reports8, 9. It is no surprise then to see terms such as ‘reflexivity’ and 

‘deficit model’ filtering down into statements from science policy arenas. However, they have not 

yet spread across to other sections of social action. There are multiple sites of discourse of 

science and technology—business, organised civil society, science and innovation, policy, 

academic social sciences — each with vested interests in ‘public engagement’. The higher 

education sector, and Irish scientists in particular, are making great strides to inform publics 

through education and outreach programs. However, there are assumptions about ‘how the public 

might respond’ inherent in education and outreach programs that need to be challenged—public 

engagement and indeed public dialogue with scientists and science policymakers must not be 

used as a noble ambition for its own sake. There needs to be defined parameters on who is 

involved in technology assessment and realistic expectations for public input. Without this, there 

are weaknesses regarding the impact of public involvement10. In an Irish context, there will 

always be ‘stakeholders’ from business but there also needs to be activists, teachers, non-experts 

of all kinds (that is, expertise relative to the technology under discussion) guiding and being 

guided by  the processes of technoscience, preventing economic interests as the only agents for 

future change. Technoscience is the all pervading sets of innovation-led enterprise, seeing and 

selling science. Technoscience compels us to imagine present and future ‘objects into which lives 

and worlds are built…imploded atoms or dense nodes that explode into entire worlds of 

practice’11. The science, technology and innovation agenda has huge power within the Irish 

context now, legitimised by science, relatively untouched by cutbacks (research programmes and 

infrastructure appear constant at any rate, whatever about research personnel). 

Technoscience has a storyline. Emerging technologies are sometimes lumped together for 

the sake of communicating their societal impact but also because there is a Grand Theory for 

these technologies, the convergence sciences of ‘nano-bio-info-cogno’, or NBIC.  There is a 

utopian narrative here that has been with us a long time, the myth of human mastery over nature 

using technology, and indeed mastery over the limitations of the human body itself, going back to 

the speculative writings of Thomas More12, 13. With such collaborative technologies come greater 

complexities, and thus greater disharmonies. Anticipatory governance then is imagining futures 

with sustainable technology acceptable to society. Sustainable economics experts have particular 
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phrases for the broad area: ‘triple-bottom-line’, ‘3BL’, ‘people planet profit’, ‘green marketing’, 

‘eco-capitalism’. In the linkages between science studies and science policy, the term ‘responsible 

innovation’ has gained new currency. This paper also draws from an Environmental Protection 

Agency- funded project on Irish public responses to the discourses of nanotechnology. We will 

look briefly at the conceptualisation of anticipation, and also methodologies; there is a recent 

trend for foresight exercises14-18. The concepts and methods are of value to policymakers – that is, 

if it were possible to imagine our elected representatives allowing the input of shared visions, at 

least with regards to science, technology and innovation.  

  

Different ways to imagine futures 
 

It is useful to consider different methods that policymakers, business leaders, and social and 

natural scientists employ in envisioning future science and technology. First though, it is 

important to advocate two guiding concepts that are necessary for 21st century future planning for 

technology assessment, but which have not always been utilised: 1) a sense of the aesthetic and 2) 

adequate representation.  

Aesthetic is used here as Adorno intended —the phenomenon of mimesis, an imitation or 

doubling of social processes in art19. It is important to realise how fictive imagination coaxes out 

alternative pathways, for genomics, nanotechnology, nuclear and alternative energies, geo-

engineering and other supposedly world-changing technologies (literally so in the later) and 

assessing where we are in the present. Fritz Lang’s Metropolis20 constructed a future that set the 

template for sci-fi visualisation, from Forbidden Planet21 to Star Wars22 to Avatar23, all in a rich 

dialectic with ‘real’ technological progress. Indeed ‘imaginaries’ is now an accepted term within 

the social sciences for collective future planning and scenario-building of technologies. As 

O’Mathuna describes elsewhere in this volume, science fiction of all kinds undoubtedly plays its 

part in speculating futures, while realising the ethics and the aesthetics of the present (see also 

Erickson24, Milburn25 and Thurs26 for explorations between science progress and science fiction). 

Jules Verne’s fiction even had an element of prediction. But this is anticipating, rather than 

predicting. There is value in trying to come to grips with what Erickson27 and Brown and 

Michael28 call the sociology of anticipation, understanding the dynamics of expectation and how 

practices underpin communities of promise. There are important cultural skills to be acquired, 

relating the fictive to technological progress (and regress). Beck and Giddens talk of reflexive 

modernisation29,30, where constructed risks and unknowns of progress (and even Donald 

Rumsfeld’s ‘unknown unknowns’) come back to the gates of late modernity and demand to enter 

(even while Bruno Latour, another prominent STS radical, proclaims for those of us who claim to 

be within the technological polis, ‘we have never been modern’31). Within Irish society maybe, 

just maybe, we are seeing a new appreciation for the aesthetics of future science through the 

presence of the popular Science Gallery, albeit with the governing practices of ‘innovation’ 

(What If… was an exhibition of future outlandish technologies hosted there in 2009). 

While aesthetics are important, representation is doubly so—who or what is representing, 

or being represented, in the processes of technology assessment?  In Archaeologies of the future, 

Frederic Jameson cautions about the politics of utopia, how it becomes totalising32. In a similar 

way, guiding visions can privilege consensus, leading to power inequities.  While Jameson’s 

point can be accepted, what is open to challenge is his Marxist notion of the ideology of utopia 

and its disrupting, distorting influence on ‘knowledge’33. Empirical STS research has grounded 

these high notions;   Irwin speaks of ‘ethno-epistemic assemblages’, where scientific knowledge 

and truth claims becomes situated in local contexts, bound up in cultural assumptions working on 

the borders of communities of practice in a specific area of science34. Brian Wynne, too, has been 

instrumental in challenging elite knowledge at the expense of tacit understandings of public 

action35. What has crucially been missing in Ireland is a public engagement necessary for 

technological debates to get the under-represented outside the innovation elite into both the active 
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processes of technological decision-making and into the public sphere. Imaginaries for 

nanotechnology future scenario planning for example involves many stakeholders, particularly 

what we might call ‘non-expert publics’, not ‘the public’, not only just the ‘proximally interested’ 

— those with opportunity or types of privilege to express an interest in scientific developments.  

Traditional technology assessment procedures separate ‘rational foresight analysis’ from 

‘political decision-making’. This was the aim of one of the first institutions to look at this area, 

the US Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), which closed offices in 1995. The OTA would 

present how science would independently evolve, giving policymakers the information to plan 

around it. But in a sense, society was excluded, although it was a strategic initiative that left an 

important legacy. Outside of policy-driven technology assessment, science disciplines have their 

own future-orientated practices.  In environmental science, Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), further 

separates science from politics. In this complex set of processes, the environmental impact of an 

object or substance is assessed throughout its ‘life cycle’.  In business, new ‘greener’ corporate 

social responsibility models use further multi-modal systems of analyses with acronyms such as 

PESTLE or STEEPLE, any variations of the words political, environmental, scientific, 

technological, legal or ethical  Again, these de-contextualised processes tend to assume the ‘s’ 

part, the ‘social’, is just one determinant. STS thinking considers the entire process socialised.  

Future uncertainties have inspired many institutions in Ireland to initiate foresight 

exercises, including Dublin City University36, and, indeed Forfas, the Government’s own 

advisory body on science, technology and innovation37. What these foresight exercises have in 

common is presenting, with a modest cross-demographic representation of staff or interest 

groups, a series of scenarios from a rounded fixed point number of years in the future. From 

responses in workshops, trends, themes and drivers are typically identified. But are we effectively 

utilising the power of future imagination from less homogenous interest groups? Foresight 

models tend to construct roadmaps, using strong shaping of future pathways, engineered to a goal 

or a series of goals38. There are more open-ended models technology assessment that speak to 

sustainability, following the emergence of ‘ethical and social implications of science and 

technology’ (ELSI) in emerging technology foresight, and the importance for strategists to on 

speculate on public ‘buy-in.’ We will next examine two of these for the scientific area of 

nanotechnology, a particular common are for these new technology assessment methodologies. 

 

The case of nanotechnology 

 

The allure of nanotechnology has always been its future orientation. Nanotechnology is 

considered work on the nanoscale, generally below 100 nm (100 x 1 billionth of a metre). 

Discourses have been built around a strong leitbilder or guiding vision, of Eric Drexler’s 

nanonorobots and miniature devices roaming inside the body39. The utopia of Drexler has echoes 

of More’s utopian predictions, while Bill Joy offers the dystopia of those same machines running 

amok40, also represented in fiction by Michael Crichton’s Prey41 (some claim Heinlein’s Waldo42 

or even Flann O’Brien’s The Third Policemen43 to be true originators of the nanotechnology 

mythology). While there are attempts to change the story of nanotechnology globally from one of 

almost magical promise in Drexlerian visions to one of mundane practicalities, technology and 

fiction still intermingle. Images accompanying Irish Times Innovation supplement of February 

2008 contains a sinister looking artist’s impression of nanobots corralling red blood cells and 

plaque through an artery. While future visions are necessarily utopian or dystopian, debates on 

nanotechnology tend to be divided simplistically into potential risks versus benefits  

Let us examine two technology assessment models for wider public and conceptual 

involvement, based on STS that have a degree of overlap, one US-based, one European. In the US 

there is ‘real-time’ technology assessment, particularly clustered around the Centre for 

Nanotechnology and Society at Arizona State University (CNS-ASU). This model looks at future 

nanotechnology development in the context of strategic convergence sciences for radical 
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enhancement of human abilities. In deliberative activities, scenario workshops are set up explore 

future of medical diagnostics, such as the ‘Doc-in-the-Box’, with selected advocacy groups 

participating with ethicists, business leaders and scientists in looking at ‘path dependencies’ and 

obstacles to design and social acceptance44. Other field–work elements of this model use 

ethnography to examine scientists’ on-site decision-making and reflexivity (a large family tree of 

research projects has grown in this area since Latour and Woolgar45 and Law and Callon46).  The 

real-time technology assessment approach may have limits to what actual impact ‘ordinary 

citizens’ might have on the product development process , although this largely depends on what 

stage of development deliberations occur at, or indeed what key decision-makers will be 

prompted into action. This is, however, the beginnings of deliberative innovation; there is, at 

least, the people and raw materials for the creativity supposed to be inherent to innovation, and 

also to expand both contextual understanding of science in society and public participation. 

In Europe, Arie  Rip’s ‘constructive’ technology assessment also places itself within 

socio-technical scenarios since the 1980s47.This approach is more established, drawing on 

multiple European disciplines – history, political science , philosophy, management theory, and 

sociology48. Rip claims his devices bring in ‘social science fictions’49. His group call it 

‘modulation’ between strategists and non-exerts , and identifying ‘irreversibilities’ where 

decisions are locked in, and where potential future pathways become more limited in endogenous, 

immanent science-in-the-making50. Often the processes explore the concentric development of a 

promising new field of science on one level (eg lab-in-a-cell), and on another level, a wider area 

on which a new technological development might impact (eg nanotechnology in food 

packaging)51. 

What these approaches have in common is their claim to increase the reflexivity of all 

participants in the research and development chain. A useful definition of reflexivity for 

technology assessment is borrowed from Ulrich Beck’s reflexive modernisation’ – self-

confrontation52. This describes those ambiguities the risk society cannot so easily calculate and 

categorise and so the technoscientific system confronts itself through regularised risk assessment, 

NGO activities, public doubts, religious objections. At the individual level, ‘enactors’ in the 

process of technology development are being challenged, the tactics of the consumer/citizen 

being assimilated and yet changing the ‘proper’ strategies of scientific enterprise53. But 

traditional, internal-system risk assessment fails to capture all these ‘bads’ that may happen. They 

are part of the social construction of science and technology in society; yet despite their scientific 

bases, they are in the lap of fortuna, not the pathways of probability. Bringing the future into 

current thinking still uses today’s instruments. We suppose that it can be anticipated, a future that 

follows today’s pathways54.  

A proposal offered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) STRIVE funded 

project with which I was involved was to go beyond either/ or risk and benefits analysis and 

reflect instead on the heteroglossia in the many texts across policy, news coverage and non-

expert discussions  on nanotechnology, or what certain sociologists and discourse analysts  call 

‘dialogicality’55. There have been many attempts at obtaining consensus in ‘public opinion’ 

initiatives for nanotechnology —‘nanojuries’, ‘nanodialogues’, consensus conferences. The 

complexity of nanotechnology is such that consensus on any aspect has to be impossible (many 

contributing scientist would say a unifying ‘nanotechnology’ does not even exist, but consists of 

cross-linking disciplines).  

Ireland’s attempts at technology assessment, NanoIreland, carried out in the mid-2000s 

did not deliver on it promise to scope out the terrain in any real sense The concern is, where 

economic voices are over-represented, foresight becomes weak. Two lobby groups for 

nanotechnology, Integrated Nanoscience Platform for Ireland (INSPIRE), Competence Centre for 

Applied Nanotechnology (CCAN) promote a strategic national nanotechnology agenda, the latter 

an initiative supported by Enterprise Ireland and Industrial Development Agency (IDA). The 

agenda for these communities of practices is the removal of these ‘nano-fictions’ from 
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nanotechnology discourse. This is a tall order of course, given the fictive imaginings of 

nanotechnology. 

 

 

Futurescaping: what we need to do to imagine science futures  
 

The main question is - how do we address a society and economy that is unsustainable and that 

will have an aging population? Politics has not provided the answer; in any event, Ireland has had 

a serious, and widening, gap between politics and citizenship. Emerging sciences are developing 

strongly as political processes in their own right, allied to economy. The first problem to address 

then is transparency. Can we open science out, acknowledging  its ‘messiness’ regarding funding 

mechanisms, framing and subjectivities, all of which are publicly discussed now since 

‘climategate’? We must accept we have post-normal processes of science, as Jerry Ravetz calls 

them,  already socialised, already politicised, caught in networks of business, education interests 

and civil society. The British system currently facilitates, even in a notional way, public 

participation in science governance. Perhaps this is because there is now a litany of failed 

socioscientific issues in the UK where science is pointedly portrayed as a fixed entity of power 

and mistrust. (BSE, MMR, genetically modified crops, the invasion of Iraq on the back of 

allegedly erroneous scientific evidence, and more recently, the leaking’ of East Anglia University 

climate change emails).  In Ireland ‘science’ or ‘technology’ is not explicitly seen as the focus of 

such debates, although it must be integral to them when one considers abortion, embryonic stem 

cells, and the GM food debates. Here, socioscientific debates are seen as epistemological matters 

that can be resolved, rather than issues of power and democracy.  That now has to change. We 

can have an Irish way of doing this. If Schumpeter-type processes of innovation have been 

identified to lead us to a more ‘Enlightened’ future, then let us in some way, accept this state of 

affairs. There may be better ways, but let us work with this and accept that we have no current 

political choice; we have decided collectively how to get out of recession 

This then is the second problem to address—it must be a responsible innovation. This is 

perhaps a doubly unproblematised phrase, but the expression can be defined. While many other 

nano- and emerging technology governance initiatives around the world have either oversight 

programmes or a strong, or notional, sense of ‘moral governance’ on issues of  risk, health, 

sustainability and ethics (see the Human Genome Project, the National Nanotechnology Initiative, 

The Nanotechnology Industries Association), Irish technology assessment has thus far failed to 

address the area of risk except in the instrumentalist practices of the toxicological sciences.  

This brings us to the third problem to address: we must make science sustainable. 

Emerging technologies such as genetic engineering and nanotechnology are being ‘greenwashed’ 

while paradoxically being challenged by ‘non-government organisations’ such as Greenpeace57 

and the ETC Group58. Ireland needs a  new sense of what could be progress, a new humility in 

acknowledging that we know the boundaries are leaky, and that includes the false dichotomies set 

up around  nature v culture, environment v society. Beck has said ‘what is ‘natural’ is now so 

thoroughly entangled with what is ‘social’ that there can be nothing taken for granted about it 

anymore’59. The human urge is still to demarcate and dichotomise. But there is a blurring or 

destruction at nature/society borders, a move towards assemblages in the study of the 

constructed/natural environment. The STS trend is to explore ‘relational’ concepts of science, 

nature and society in patterns of discourse rather than dualist ones, in pursuit of futures with ‘the 

common good’. This means being socially sustainable, as in the sustaining of objects and 

concepts formed and accepted in all societies. The Irish Government must energise this process. 

The technology assessment models described here can be elevated above mere focus groups, 

workshops or internet forums (although integral methodologies) to the level of ground-up policy- 

making. Is it too utopian to ask that one day soon there is such a participative democracy making 

in-roads in support of a creaking representative one? A new Irish Health and Sustainable 
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Technologies Forum might be a good starting point on a macro level, a national conversation on 

the future of convergence and climate change technologies. This would present a plurality of 

futures,  a ‘futurescaping’ of possibilities that can be engaged with at all levels, not mired in the 

economics-speak and buzzwords we now associate with innovation culture, that drive out voices 

of the marginalised and the aesthetic. It can be difficult for any one of us to take a step outside 

our ‘thought communities’, as early sociologist of science Ludwik Fleck once called them60, to 

get an  ‘external’ view of science, to see how the practices of science policy self-construct and are 

shaped. 
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